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THE IDENTITY OF THE ARTISTS INVOLVED
IN VESALIUS'S FABRICA 1543
by
FRANCISCO GUERRA
INTRODUCTION
ANDREAS VESALIUS failed to mention by name the illustrators of his De humani
corporisfabrica (1543) and no marks can be found on the woodcuts which help to
identify the draughtsman or the engraver. Although the name of Jan Stevens, better
known as J. S. van Calcar [1499-1546] appeared in the colophon of the Tabulae
anatomicae sex, 1538, the analysis by O'Malley (1964) of the production of the
Fabrica casts doubtsupontheideathatJan Stevenvan Calcar also made the drawings
for the Fabrica. Vesalian scholars, on the other hand, have never made any attempt
to identify the engraver. Four centuries after Vesalius's death the identity of the
Fabrica's illustrators is, therefore, still far from established, and a perusal of Ivins'
essay (1952) tends to make a solution seem more unlikely. Recent studies superseding
Choulant's (1852) classic monograph are discarded by Ivins; Cushing's information
(1942) on grounds of misinterpreting technical facts, and the study by Singer and
Rabin (1946) on account oftheir uncritical statements.
The problem is far from being a literary quest because historians rank Vesalius's
Fabrica 1543 as the great medical achievement of the Renaissance, and the fame of
this book was very much dependent on its breakthrough in anatomical illustration.
The artists ofthatperiod were devoted to anatomical studies oftheir own for aesthetic
reasons, and an unbiased study ofthis problem might acknowledge in fair terms the
credit due to Vesalius without overlooking the credit due to the artists oftheFabrica.
Evidence is now offered bearing upon the identity of the engravers of the Fabrica,
which also confirms the role of Jan Steven van Calcar in the drawings. But it must
be acknowledged that the pursuit of this research has proved to be an exercise in
rectifying references from sources hitherto accepted as consistent and reliable.
VALVERDE S TRAIL
The silence of Vesalius about his co-workers resembles the behaviour of his con-
temporary, the Spanish anatomist Juan de Valverde de Amusco, who published an
Historia de la composicion delcuerpo humano at Rome in 1556. Ofthe 253 Valverdean
illustrations only two have the initials N.B. used by the engraver Nicolas Beatrizet
[1515-c..1589] and it has been shown elsewhere (Guerra, 1967) that the author ofthe
original drawings, GasparBecerra [1520-1570] could onlybeidentified fromsecondary
evidence. However, during the search for Valverde's artists, a statement came to
light giving the name of the Fabrica's engraver. The discovery occurred because
Becerra, like many of the Renaissance artists, excelled not only in painting but in
sculpture and architecture, and one of his best biographical sources is the work on
Spanish architects by Eugenio Llaguno y Amirola [c. 1730-1799], a high-ranking
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civil servant under Charles III, King of Spain. Llaguno's book has the unusual
characteristic among Spanish works of supporting its text with notes and generous
transcripts ofthe originaldocuments. FurthermoreLlaguno'sNoticiade losarquitectos
. . . de EspaAia (1829) was published posthumously with annotations and corrections
by his learned colleague Juan Agustin Cein Bermudez [1749-1829]. Becerra's bio-
graphy appears in Vo. II, pp. 106-112 with footnotes by both Llaguno and Cean.
One of Llaguno's notes** in Vol. II, p. 107, reads:
(**) Vasari in the life of Marco Antonio says: that these figures were drawn by Juan de Calcare
or Calker, Flemish, most excellent painter a pupil of Titian, and that they were carved by
Francesco Marcolino de Forli: they are highly appreciated; and Mons. Bottari adds in a note,
that someone attributes them to Titian himself.
This note by Llaguno immediately raises the question whether Vasari was properly
quoted orhismeaningcorrectlyinterpreted. Furthermore,itmakesusquestionwhether
Vasari was in a position to have first-hand information about any work on the
Fabrica which could have been carried out by Vesalius, van Calcar and Marcolini
between the years 1539 and 1542. Also, whether Francesco Marcolini was the only
Venetian engraver with the opportunity and the means to produce the woodcuts of
the Fabrica during the same period.
VASARI'S TESTIMONY
It is clear that Llaguno was referring to Giorgio Vasari the Elder's [1511-1574]
edition ofLe Vite de piu eccellenti, scultori, e architettori . . . correte da molti errori
e illustrate con note (1759-1760) by Monsignor Giovanni G. Bottari [1689-1775],
the former librarian at the Vatican. Vasari's mention of Vesalius, Jan Steven van
Calcar, Marcolini and Valverde, all in the same sentence, did not appear in the first
edition ofLe vite . . ., published in Florence (1550)but figured for thefirst time when
Vasari wrote about engravers in the enlarged second edition of Florence (1568)
from which Monsignor Bottari prepared the annotated Roman edition (1759-1760).
The extraordinary fact is that Llaguno quoted a phrase in Vasari known to every
Vesalian scholar, butindoingso hefollowed the loosegrammatical sequence common
to earlier Spanish and Italian writers, and not the rigorous literary style of our days.
Thus Llaguno qualified the latter part of the sentence in which Vasari refers to the
Vesalian illustrations, by applying to it the initial part of the sentence where the
engraver was mentioned. That is, Llaguno omitted to mention the statement about
Giolito, which appears interpolated in the text. The whole sentence and notes on
pp. 428-29 ofVol. III in the Bottari edition (1759-1760) with the Giolito interpolation
between bars reads:
[P.4281 And who cannot see without amazement the works by Francesco Marcolini de Forli?
Who, besides other things, printed thebook ofGiardino dipensieriinwood, placing in thebegin-
ning a sphere of astrologer, and his head after the design by Giussepe Portal da Caste nuovo
dellaGarfagna- [p. 429] na; in that book arerepresented several fancies, Fate, Envy, Calamity,
Timidity, Praise, and many other similar things that were considered very beautiful. I I
Nor were less appreciated the figures that Gabriel Giolito, printer of books, put in the Orandi
Furlosi; because they were done in fine carving. I I
1 Giussepe Porta was called del Salviati because he was a student ofCecchino Salviati. See his life
in the Ridolfi in c. 221, part 1.
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In the same way as the eleven large plates on Anatomy made by Andrea Vesalio, and designed
by Giovanni di Calcare' Fleming, most excellent painter, which were afterwards reproduced
in small folio, and engraved in copper by Valverde, who wrote on Anatomy after Vesaio.
Llaguno, furthermore, altered the text in quoting Bottari's note, because Bottari
did not say that the Vesalian drawings were attributed to Titian, but that Jan Steven
van Calcar's style was so much like that of Titian and Raphael that it misled the
learned. On the other hand Bottari's note stated that Jan Steven van Calcar engraved
in copper, worked in wax and clay, facts which are far from established.
Still on the subject of annotations to Vasari, those in his definitive edition (1880)
by Milanesi referring to Jan Steven van Calcar mentioned some other common
errors:
(3) His name was Giovan Stefano di Kalkar [Jan Steven van Calcar]; therefore the error in
Ebertandotherauthors, thatGiovan Stefano [Jan Steven] hadmadethedesignsfor theAnatomy
by Andreas Vesalius, and Giovanni di Kalkar [an van Calcar] the woodcutting, although both
are the same person. (The first edition [of Vesalius's Fabrica] is of Basle in 1543 in fol.). He
[Jan Steven van Calcar] also made the drawings for 9 larger plates in theEpitome Vesalii (Basilea
1543 in fol.). Six similar tables which do not seem to be the same as above mentioned, were
printed in Venice in 1568 [i.e. 1538] in-fol. These two last publications are very rare. See L.
Choulant .. . and the Weigel Catalogue No. 18707.
At this point it is worth recalling that besides the above-mentioned quotation on
Vesalius, Jan Steven van Calcar and Valverde, Vasari (1568) stated definitely once
more van Calcar's authorship of the plates in the Vesalius Fabrica in Vol III, p. 818
where we read:
... Although many were staying with Titian to learn, and great was their number, we cannot
say theywere disciples because he did not teachmany, onlyto a few,andwere less those capable
ofgrasping the style ofTitian's work. Among thosewith him there was one GiovanniFiamingho
[i.e. Jan Steven van Calcar] who was praised by his teacher for his figures both small as well as
large, and he was marvellous with portraits, as may be seen in his works at Naples, where he
lived for some time and where he finally died. By this man (they are going to honour him for all
time) were the designs ofAnatomy, that were engraved and sent abroad, by the most excellent
Andreas Vesalius.
Again, in the same volume III, p. 858 (1568) Vasari wrote:
I knew also in Naples and was my close friend the year 1545, Giovanni di Calker [i.e. Jan Steven
van Calcar] very rare [his work] and so acquainted with the Italian style that his works could
not be known were drawn by a Flemish hand, but he died young in Naples, when great things
were expected from him: he designed the Anatomy for Vesalius.
The strongest objection to this testimony by Vasari was put forward by O'Malley
(1964) in pp. 124-27 of his definitive biography of Vesalius under' . . . the suspicion
that its inclusion in 1568 represents the rambling reminiscences of an old man . .
but Vasari was at the most fifty-six years old when he wrote the additions to the
1568 edition ofLe Vite. Singer's comment that Vasari used the Italian word opera as
' Gio di Calcar city in the Duchy of Cleves, studied under Titian and imitated his style and that
of Raphael to the point ofmisleading the learned. He engraved in copper, worked in wax and clay,
and died in Naples in 1546. Sandrart in Book 3, part 2, cap. 6, inserts his portraits. He says about
him: [in Latin] 'The effigies ofall the Italianpainters, sculptors and architects, appearing in Vasari's
work, which hardly could be improved, were executed by him [Jan Steven van Calcar]'.
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a singular noun, and therefore applicable to only one ofhis works, is contrary to its
usual collective meaning. Furthermore, the remark by Vasari that van Calcar 'died
young', at the age offorty-seven, is taken as an indication ofVasari's vagueness, but
it could really be accepted as the genuine expression of grief about a colleague of
rare gifts and great expectations; after all, Titian, who was van Calcar's teacher,
lived to be nearly 100 years old. It is, on the other hand, true that Vasari referred to
' . .. eleven large plates of anatomy . . .' when there are actually fourteen muscular
plates and three more for the skeleton. But indeed, it is difficult even for professionals
to give the exact number of full-page woodcuts of any book, unless it is handy and
the plates actually counted, and no one should expect an artist to collate the number
of plates in the Fabrica while writing his own memoirs. O'Malley (1964) concludes
that ' . . . We are privileged to decide that the statement refers to the [six] Tabulae
anatomicae of 1538'. It seems more sound to believe that Vasari was referring to the
Fabrica plates, because since its publication in 1543, any expression about Vesalius's
anatomy, or Vesalius's book are always taken as a synonym of Vesalius's Fabrica
1543. Besides, Vasari definitely stated that the drawings by van Calcar were engraved
and the blocks sent from Venice to be printed abroad, and that only happened with
the plates of the Fabrica.
Vasari's emphasis on the close friendship established with van Calcar at Naples
in 1545 has overshadowed the fact that their acquaintance stemmed from an earlier
date, because Vasari according to Casali (1861) and Vasari's other biographers had
spent thirteen months in Venice during the years 1541-1542, and had stayed with
Titian. Therefore Vasari's repeated statements that Jan Steven van Calcar was the
draughtsman ofVesalius's Fabrica arose, not from hearsay, but from the fact that he
was in Venice and in direct contact with the artist while the anatomical drawings
were prepared and the blocks cut. This sojourn in Venice, until the winter of 1542
makes more significant any interpretation of Vasari mentioning Marcolini as the
engraver. Le Vite, furthermore was not the vague story of a rambling artist, but the
vivid account of a man who searched with eagerness the lives and works of his
colleagues. Vasari's information is so reliable that the suggestions or opinions ex-
pressed at a later date by Ridolfi (1648), Bonavera (1670), Tortebat (1667), Maschen-
bauer (1706), Caro (1821) and A. F. Didot (1863) about Titian being the Vesalian
draughtsman can be discarded as groundless.
NEWS FROM SANDRART AND OTHERS
Llaguno's quotation is also important because Bottari's note leads to a chain
of references indicating the early tradition that established Jan Steven van Calcar's
authorship of the Vesalian drawings. Although Bottari (1759-1760) referred to
Sandrart's books (1675 and 1683), this reference can in fact be traced to a much
earlier date. Joachim von Sandrart [1606-1688], a great painter in his own right,
earned his reputation, like Vasari, by publishing excellent biographies of German
painters which are particularly quoted for news of his contemporaries. In appraising
Sandrart's information about Jan Steven van Calcar it is worth remembering that
Sandrart was extremely interested in Titian and his circle, and this was the reason
for his journey from Germany to Venice in 1627 and for his return there in 1635;
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he was, therefore, knowledgeable about Titian's environment. Sandrart's books,
both the German edition [1675-1679] and its Latin version (1683), have a similar
text for the life ofJan Steven van Calcar:
... Among all those the nature favoured, that one among the Dutch that I see truly chosen to
silence the Italian's pretension that no Fleming could overtake, not even equal their masters
in the design ofhuman figure, it is Jan [Steven] van Calcar, ofwhom I cannot say loud enough
his merit, and about whom I regret to have so little information . . .
... In Venice [Jan Steven van] Calcar was a brifliant disciple of the great Titian and adopted
his style to the point where it was not possible to distinguish their works. Goltzius, whose
testimony I accept, entirely, being in Naples, had the opportunity ofexamining cain portraits
thathedeclaredhadtobebyTitian. Theartiststoldhim: 'Youarerightbut theyarenotbyTitian
but by Jan [Steven] van Calcar whose style is so much like the master's that the most learned
makethesamemistake.' AccordingtoVasari, whoknewhim inNaples,hecouldnotbeincluded
amongtheFlemish. Hehad, particularly with pencil andpen, aspecial talent, worked bypower-
ful strokes, andthis iswhyitwasdifficult to distinguish him fromTitian. Itwashe who designed
for Vesalius's Anatomy, that precious work where the plates, extremely well done, are sufficient
to give him eminent rank among the Dutch . . . He died in 1546 at Naples, not very advanced
in age.
The introductory biographical note by von Sandrart (1675) sounds very much the
same as that found in Carel van Mander's (1548-1606) Lives of Dutch Painters
(1604), published many years earlier.
Indeed, Sandrart's statement that Jan Steven van Calcar made the drawings for
Vesalius's anatomical work must refer to the Fabrica 1543, because the fame of this
book had completely eclipsed that ofVesalius's Tabulae 1538, which we already know
was produced by Jan Steven van Calcar. However, Sandrart, like van Mander and
Papillon (1766), followed this true statement with the assertion that Jan Steven van
Calcar was also the author of the portraits of the Italian painters, sculptors and
architects depicted in Vasari's Le vite 1568 and this seems to be in conflict with the
facts. The first edition of Vasari's Le vite appeared in 1550, without any portrait,
and even without any mention of Jan Steven van Calcar, though he seems to have
died at Naples in 1546, and Vasari dealt in his bookwith deceased artists. The second
edition of Vasari's Le vite, with the engraved portraits, and praising the memory of
Jan Steven van Calcar, appeared in 1568, that is to say when the Flemish artist had
already been dead for twenty-two years. On the otherhand Vasari had acknowledged
in the introduction (1568) that the drawings for the portraits had been sent to him by
friends from different places and even that the engraver, Cristoforo Coriolano, had
executed the work away from Florence.
Most ofthe biographical data on Jan Steven van Calcar and his relationship with
Vesaliushasbeen surveyed byde Feyfer(1933), buthewasunabletoaltertheVesalian
indoctrination that is found among medical historians, since Roth (1892) published
Vesalius's biography. Cushing (1943 and 1962) accepted de Feyfer's findings and it
is to be regretted that the true nature of certain title-page drawings of Vesalius's
Fabrica, purportedly by J. Steven van Calcar, was not then disclosed. In point of
factalltheseauthors missed aninterestingreference to thiscontroversialissue. Oppen-
heim & Co. ofLondon published (December 1929) an Illustrated Catalogue No. 177,
second series, in which appeared the following item:
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94. Vesalius (And). The original six drawings for the Six plates to Tabulae Anatomicae 1538,
by John Stephan de Calcar, each signed, with letters and testimonials bearing on their authen-
ticity, folio sizes, in fair condition, £700.
From that very catalogue the late Sir Henry Wellcome purchased several items, but
not the Vesalian drawings. Oppenheim & Co., a firm founded in 1888, is still in
business, but unfortunately the records ofthe firm were destroyed during the air-raids
on London and the present existence and location of the drawings cannot be
established. These drawings cannot be those advertised at the sale of Dr. Richard
Mead of London (1745), 'Item 68 Vesalius's original anatomical drawings neatly
bound in red morocco and gilt . . .', because they were purchased byWilliam Hunter
on 20 January 1755 for £27 16s. 6d. and are now with the Hunterian Collection at
Glasgow. There are many other references supporting the assertion that van Calcar
designed the plates of the Fabrica, but they all stem from Vasari's news and have
little to add to it.
VESALIUS'S CREDIT TO JAN STEVEN VAN CALCAR
The name of Jan Steven van Calcar (Joannis Stephans Calcarensis) appears as
the publisher (Sumptibus) in the colophon of Vesalius's Tabulae anatomicae sex,
Venice 1538. This awkward role of J. Steven van Calcar seems somehow clarified in
Vesalius's dedication of the Tabulae to Narcissus Parthenopeus [i.e. N. Vertunus]
on table I, where he wrote,
... I made on a sheet ofpaper a hasty sketch of the veins ... and I have added new plates in
which Johannes Stephanus [i.e. Jan Steven van Calcar] a remarkable painter of our time, has
very properly expressed [the skeleton] on three postures.
There is no doubt, therefore, of van Calcar's participation in the drawings of the
Tabulae anatomicae 1538, and the technique he followed to make the illustrations
from a skeleton mounted by Vesalius, like the one still preserved in the University
ofBasle. Furthermore, we know that in the same year in Padua, after returning from
his trip to Bologna, Vesalius in the venesection Epistola, 1539, to Nicolaus Florenas
(i.e. N. Herco) restated his relationship with van Calcar. ' . . . We have now com-
pleted two plates of the nerves also ... I think I ought to keep them until the time
when I work on the plates of the muscles and the internal parts . . .' Vesalius's con-
cluding words are very similar to those he used referring to van Calcar in the Tabulae.
' . . . and ifJan Steven van Calcar, the most remarkable painter of our time does not
refuse his assistance . . .' In this phrase Vesalius acknowledged the paramount role
of Jan Steven van Calcar in the Fabrica, not just his artistic distinction. No better
testimony can be produced to assess the part played by the physician and the part
played bythe draughtsman in theFabrica. Since 1539, therefore, Vesalius wasworking
at Padua in close contact with van Calcar, commuting a few miles away from the
Titian studio in Venice. They had already solved the illustration problems pertaining
to the skeleton and the circulatory system which they used in the Tabulae 1538, and
Vesalius stated in an irrefutable testimony that they had finished two plates of the
nervous system and were contemplating the drawing of the muscles and the internal
organs. It was in Venice that the cycle of the production of the Fabrica is again
closed, because Vesalius sent from that city on 24 August 1542 the letter to his printer
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in Basle, Joannes Oporinus, accompanying the woodblocks which had been packed
in Venice under the care of Nicolaus Stopius, the representative of the Bomberg
house in Venice.
MARCOLINM THE ENGRAVER
Francesco Marcolini or Marcolino [c. 1505-c. 1560] who, Llaguno states -in
his quotation from Vasari -was the engraver ofVesalius's Fabrica 1543, was a well-
known craftsman in the history of Venetian printing, although many aspects of his
life, including his dates of birth and death, have not been established. Born in Forlf,
Marcolini went to Venice in 1527 and by 1535 was operating a printing shop; the
first issue, according to Zaccaria (1850), was La Cortegiana by Pietro Aretino (1492-
1556). Contrary to Bottari's opinion expressed in the Letterepittoriche (1754-1768),
in which Marcolini is called ' . . . an ignorant printer of obscure name . . .', perhaps
due to Bottari's position in the Vatican and thelicentious books printed by Marcolini,
Vasari (1568) thought very highly ofhim as an engraver, and Bonoli (1661) went even
further considering Marcolini ' . . . a great draughtsman, woodcutter and highly
skilled printer of books'. Servolini (1953), in the recent introductory study for the
reprint of Casali's monograph on Marcolini (1861), shows that he was an author,
engraver, architect and engineer, as well as a printer. The manuscripts ofMarcolini's
mathematical and architectural studies, the bridge he built between Venice and
Murano, and thebooksheprinted, speakforthemselves. The success ofhispublishing
business overshadowed any other activities and was due in great part to his handling
of Aretino's works up to 1545. After 1550 Marcolini printed mostly the works of
Antonio Francesco Doni (1513-1574). Among the titles issued in his shop were the
celebrated musical books in movable type, and books on architecture, such as the
editions ofVitruvius, Serlio, and others.
The role of Marcolini in Vesalius's Fabrica begins to make sense when it is found
that he was not only engraving in Venice during the years Vesalius spent preparing
that book, but becomes even more significant, when it is established that Marcolini
was one ofthe best friends - amicissimo e compare - ofTitian and in close contact
with Titian's disciples. The portrait of Aretino, another of Marcolini's godfathers,
was painted by Titian at the request of Marcolini; he was also a friend of Vasari,
Salviati, Sansovino and many other artists, and there is no reason to exclude his
acquaintance or friendship with Jan Steven van Calcar, who was one of Titian's
best pupils. Pietro Aretino, it must be pointed out, played an important role in
Marcolini's life, not only because the printer's early success was based on the
monopoly, for all practical purposes, of Aretino's works, but because Aretino had
an amorous liaison with Isabella, the wife ofthe printer which Marcolini discovered
in 1545, leading to his departure for Cyprus. However, Aretino, in a later edition of
La Cortegiana, still refers to Marcolini with praise and compares him with Raimondi
who was the greatest engraver of that period. ' . . . I do not deny that Marcantonio
[Raimondi] was not unique with the burin ... and so was full ofvirtues, flourishing
with talent, Francesco Marcolino from Forli.'
Marcolini returned from Cyprus in 1550, but in 1559 left Venice for Verona and
no record can be found of his life after that date.
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THE CALENDARS OF MARCOLINI AND VESALIUS
In order to test the validity of Llaguno's interpretation of Vasari's text, a check
could be made on Marcolini's working schedule while Vesalius and Jan Steven van
Calcar were preparing the texts and drawings for the Fabrica. The activities of
Marcolini in Venice between theyears 1530 and 1545 can be followed in the catalogue
of the books he published, which was first arranged chronologically by Zaccaria
(1851), afterwards enlarged by Casali (1863), and reprinted with notes by Servolino
(1953). It is doubtful whether Marcolini printed books Nos. 1 and 2 in 1530, or Nos.
3 and 4 in 1534. There is evidence, however, that in the year 1535 the press of
Marcolini printed books 5 to 7; in 1536 Nos. 8-19; in 1537 Nos. 20-27; in 1538 Nos.
28-37; in 1539 Nos. 38-50; in 1540 Nos. 51-56; in 1541 no books seem to have been
printed; in 1542 there is doubt whether Nos. 57-66 were actually printed; in 1543
Nos. 67-72; in 1544 No. 73; and in 1545 Nos. 74-76. In the calendar of Marcolini's
printingschedule, according toZaccaria(1850), agapinproduction becomes apparent
from the latter part of 1540 to the middle of 1542 which tallies with the period when
the blocks for Vesalius's Fabrica 1543 were engraved in Venice, and this coincidence
is too great to be accidental.
Due to the close friendship of Marcolini with Titian and his disciples, van Calcar
and Vesalius had to consider Marcolini from the start as the potential engraver for
the Fabrica, because all the contemporary sources - Vasari, Aretino, Barbaro,
Doni, Brusantino -praised his work and some thought itwas second only to Marco
Antonio Raimondi [1480-1530] the greatengraveroftheItalian Renaissance. Further-
more, Marcolini published precisely in 1540 - while Vesalius and van Calcar were
preparing the drawings - the book that gave lasting fame to Marcolini as an author,
as a draughtsman, as an engraver, and as a printer. The book in question was also
mentioned by Vasari (1568) in referring to engravers, Le Sorti ... intitolate Giardino
dipensieri (1540); this illustrated book by Marcolini was reprinted many times during
the author's lifetime and even after his death. The title-page of Marcolini's Le Sorti,
1540, had an architectural background, so many times treated by Marcolini both as
an architect and printer of architectural books, that makes not accidental the fact
that Vesalius expanded the theme when van Calcar purportedly drafted the title-page
for the Fabrica 1543. The bearded profile portrait of Marcolini engraved by himself
after the drawingby Giuseppe Porta, according toVasari (1568) - although Servolini
(1953) points out it could be by Titian - also resembles Vesalius's engraved portrait
for the Fabrica, and was used as an illustration in the books by Doni (1552). Even
the texture and vigour of the woodcuts both in the Fabrica and Le Sorti offer many
similarities, as does the lettering in both portraits.
Due to Vasari's (1568) mention of Giolito's engravings next to Marcolini's -a
sentence that has also puzzled Casali (1861) - it is important to study the work of
Gabriel Giolito de Ferrari [c.1510-1578], who was Marcolini's contemporary.
Bongi (1890-1895) has surveyed in detail the issues of Gabriel Giolito from 1541 to
1578. Giolito was not anengraver, but apublisherwho sometimes even had to borrow
the type and had woodblocks cut for the Orlando Furioso, the Decameron, the works
of Petrarch, and the Transformazioni by Dolce; but a comparison, for instance, of
the woodcuts in the twenty-eight editions by Giolito of the Orlando Furioso between
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1542 and 1560 shows that none of them resembles the woodcuts in the Fabrica or
Le Sorti. The style ofGiolito's engravers is finer, more delicate, while both Le Sorti
and the Fabrica have larger and stronger tracing. Therefore it can be stated that
Giolito had no connection with Vesalius's Fabrica and that the interpretation of
Vasari's text about the draughtsmen and the engravers of the Fabrica's plates by
Llaguno was entirely justified.
MARCOLINI'S CRAFTSMEN
In accepting as correct Llaguno's statement fromVasari to the effect thatFrancesco
Marcolini was the engraver ofVesalius's Fabrica one weak point becomes apparent.
Despite the thoroughness of Zaccaria (1850), Casali (1861) and even the revision of
the latter by Servolini (1953), bibliographical works of that nature are always liable
to omissions. Marcolini is known to have printed over 150 books, and some of his
musical printing was not registered. Other books, particularly those of a licentious
character or those dealing with astrological predictions - the books of Aretino or
fortune-telling by Marcolini himself, were in precisely that category - had been
forbidden on occasion and circulated without imprint, though licensing by the
Inquisition was not started in Venice until 1547. In point offact, further research into
the books printed by Marcolini during the critical years 1540-1542, when Vesalius
prepared the Fabrica 1543, has brought another book to light, Pietro Aretino's
La Vita di Catherina Virgine in 1541, and there is another book ofwhich the printing
can be called in question. However, this find does not basically alter the fact that
Marcolini and his craftsmen ceased printing for over a year and were engaged in
another pressing and absorbing task. The three hundred and twenty-three woodcuts
in the Fabrica more than justify the long process of engraving and the well-known
impatience of Vesalius about the craftsmen.
But to add to the thrilling mystery ofthe Vesalian artists, at thejuncture when their
identity seemed to have been solved, the trail leads to another incognita. Marcolini
employed another engraver of German extraction in his shop while the Fabrica
blockswerebeingcut. Thename ofGiovanni Britto [i.e. JohannBrittorBreit] appears
in the imprint ofthe book by G. Servilio, La congiuratione de Gheldresi contra la cittd
d'Anversa, printed at Venice in Marcolini's shop in October 1543.
G. A. Moschini [1773-1840] in his study on Venetian woodcutting (1926) stated
that Johann Britt was the manager of Marcolini's woodcutting shop. A few samples
ofhisworkcan betraced,i.e. theportrait ofCharlesV,theAdorationoftheShepherds,
and a portrait of Titian which Pietro Aretino received. In the letter acknowledging
itsarrival, AretinoreferredtoJohannBrittas'the GermanwhoengravesinMarcolini's
shop'. Britt's signature was B., G.B. Intagliatore or a cube as his monogram, but
unfortunately, as has already been stated, no monograms appeared in the Fabrica.
However, there is a fact ofextraordinary significance in Britt's work: the printing of
the Congiuratione de Gheldresi ended in October 1543. This little book was produced
in Marcolini's shop after the Fabrica's plates had been shipped from Venice to Basle
in August 1542, and for the first time the obscure engraver appeared then as a pub-
lisher. This new status demanded not only the use of Marcolini's press, but in order
to cover the expenses of book production, engraving of plates, and the purchase of
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paper, ink, leather and boards, Britt must have received a substantial payment.
The completion of the woodcuts for the Fabrica and the settling of accounts by
Vesalius fit so well with Marcolini's working schedules and Britt's receipt of money
that this dovetailing cannot be brushed aside.
After studying the works of the Venetian draughtsmen and engravers grouped
around Titian between 1540 and 1542, it is difficult to exclude Porta from those who
cut illustrations for Vesalius'sFabrica. Giuseppe Porta, known asSalviati theyounger
[1520-1570] was born in Castelnuovo della Garfagnana, Modena, and was orphaned
at an early age. He was adopted by the Florentine painter Francesco de Rossi, known
as Cecco Salviati because Rossi had received the protection of Cardinal Salviati.
Porta was better known for his paintings and frescoes at the Library of St. Mark
in Venice, and in several residences and churches, and his work was much praised
by Titian. But soon after arriving at Venice, Porta began to cutxylographic decorated
capitals for Marcolini's press and produced the large woodcut plate, which he signed
in full, for the title-page of Marcolini's major work Le Sorti, 1540. That date also
marks the year in which engraving ofthe plates for theFabrica began. Porta continued
to work at Marcolini's shop where he produced beautiful woodcuts for other books,
particularly those on architecture, such as the one on the Ionic column printed by
Marcolini in 1552.
The suggestion that Porta engraved for the Fabrica had already been made by
Sotzmann (1850) in a study on medieval books offortune-telling in which he discussed
Marcolini's Le Sorti 1540. Sotzmann (1850) considered the title-pages of both Le
Sorti 1540 and the Fabrica 1543 to have been engraved by Porta, and this suggestion
was quoted by Choulant (1852) without comment. Only now, after defining the role
of Marcolini and Britt in the engraving of the Fabrica, can Sotzmann's ideas be
properly appreciated. Ofcourse, the statement made by Osiander (1799) to the effect
that Oporinus designed the title-page, accepting the evidence of the monogram with
the initials 0, is now known to be incorrect, as is his assertion that the stroke among
the plants at the bottom of the seventh muscle plate of the Fabrica can be accepted
as the monogram D for the engraver.
Finally it would be convenient to eliminate the possibility of some other Venetian
engravers carving the blocks of the Fabrica between 1540 and 1542. The task is
difficult because there were many engravers, not all of whom have left records, but
in fact the work of the finest craftsmen is known, and only one of these men could
have been selected for the job by Vesalius and van Calcar. Sebastiano Serlio [1475-
1554], a native of Bologna only worked in Venice until 1541 and then left to paint at
Fontainebleau. Agostino dei Musi, known as the Venetian [c. 1490-1540] was the
most important to eliminate because, according to Lomazzo (1584), he had achieved
the greatest excellence in the woodcutting of anatomical plates; but he was in Rome
until 1527, fled to Bologna and Florence during the pillage of Rome, returned there
in 1531, and he died in Rome while the plates of the Fabrica were carved. Niccol6
Baldrini [1510-1566] the woodgraver from Vicence might have been engaged on the
plates, but there is no record of his work in Venice at the time, and his name has
never been connected with Vesalius. Giovanni Battista Franco, known asn Semolei
[c. 1510-1580] was indeed a painter and engraver, but he was working in Florence
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and Rome in the years in question and went to Venice in 1579. Martin Rota or
Kolunic-Rota [c. 1520-1583] followed the style of Michelangelo, Raphael and even
Titian; engraved both in Rome and Venice, but his Venetian work can only be dated
after 1568, far too late to be related to Vesalius. Also late is Cesare Vecellio [c. 1521-
1601] whosework as anengraver appeared afterthe middle ofthatcentury. Domenico
dalle Greche [fl. 1546] began to be known by his works as an engraver years after the
printing of the Fabrica. Girolamo Porro [1520-1604] pupil of Enea Vico in Parma,
did notworkinVenice until after 1586. The other greatVenetian engravers, Agostino,
Vavassore, Fontana, the two Bertelli, Cort, Guerra, Sanuto and the rest, flourished
too late to be considered. We are, therefore, left with the Marcolini shop, Francesco
Marcolini, Johann Britt and Giusseppe Porta, about whom we have positive informa-
tion.
DISCUSSION
Roth (1892) and subsequent biographers of Vesalius have praised him so highly
in the history ofanatomy, that the predecessors andcontemporaries, to say nothing of
those who succeeded him, have been cast into the shade. So often a historian's ab-
sorption in a given character and his accomplishments has led to the disregard of
other cultural forces which have been operating simultaneously towards the same
objective. Similar factors have influenced the role of Vesalius in the evolution of
anatomy in Italy during the first half of the sixteenth century.
The sources of that period emphasize that painters, sculptors and engravers were
passionately trying to master the representation of the human figure. The Italian
cities witnessed the arrival ofartists from every corner ofEurope, to study hour after
hour, foryears, thecontour and texture ofthe humanbody, at any age, in anyposture,
with every detail. The artists copied paintings and statues of the masters, but they
also filled the dissecting rooms of Santo Spirito, Bologna and Padua. Compared to
them, the physicians and surgeons played a very minor role.
Long before Vesalius published the Fabrica, 1543, the illustration of the human
body had been treated by Marcantonio Raimondi, who engraved such disparate
subjects as the obscene drawings by Giulio Romano and religious scenes from the
Holy Scriptures. Furthermore, Lomazzo (1584) disclosed that Baccio Bandinelli
[1488-1560] had produced unsurpassed designs of human anatomy which had been
beautifully engraved by Agostino Veneziano. Drawings of human anatomy could
then be found, as they are now found, in the portfolio ofevery artist. A survey ofthe
engraving techniques of this early period shows that the most delicate problem to
be solved was the representation of muscular fibres, which Vesalius and van Calcar
were unable to produce in the Tabulae 1538. For this reason, as already pointed out
(1967), the muscular plates [1541] by Giambattista Canano indeed deserve much
wider recognition.
The interpretation given by Llaguno to Vasari's text is in fact a reminder of the
fluid syntax of that period, besides the guiding reference to the Vesalian artists.
The inaccuracies to be found in Vasari when his literary style is examined according
to our own grammatical canons, is a pointer to be kept in mind while the search for
factual information goes on, and above all during the assessment of the historical
data. To judge the human values ofthat period, orjust to apply our rigid rulings to
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Vasari's text, is likeexpecting to find metric system markings in thejugs ofwinedrunk
by Vasari in the Venetian taverns.
The tedious quotation, logical reasonng, and objective analysis that must prevail
in a search ofthis nature, must unfortunately be unimaginative, but only to a certain
degree. Furthermore, historical research tends to leave aside the human aspects of
the characters playing a role in the publication of the Fabrica, and it is precisely
human life which makes history interesting. Every name connected with the making
oftheFabrica hasafascinating story inhiding. Thelife ofVesaliushas been toldmany
times in its academic greatness, in which the arrogance of youth found penitence in
the jealousy ofelders, but the romance ofthe artists is much less known. Jan Steven
van Calcar, we learnt, eloped with the daughter of the innkeeper who had plotted
his murder; Van Calcar married the girl who had discovered the plan and saved his
life. The career of Francesco Marcolini da Forlf collapsed when he discovered that
one of his legal progeny was not after all the godson of the debauched Aretino, but
probably Aretino's own natural son.
Vasari never had much liking for the Venetian artists-they favoured colour
instead of line-but even so, he left for us the names of the Fabrica's illustrators,
because anyone who is familiar with the behavioural patterns of artists will realize
that no work of the nature of the Fabrica could have passed unnoticed to Vasari
during his sojourn in Venice. He went there seeking information, as he moved all
through Italy visiting every living artist of any merit; this is why his legacy was Le
Vite. Little imagination is needed to visualize the discussions ofVasari and van Calcar
over the drawings of the Fabrica; and with more imagination we can almost smell
the garlic exhaled by Marcolini while discussing the carving of woodcuts with his
compare Vasari, or hear the clatter of mules over cobbles and the voice of Vasari
bellowing at the muleteers as they left Venice with the plates ofthe Fabrica.
COROLLARY
Almost two centuries ago Llaguno interpreted the testimony of Vasari regarding
theartistsinvolved inproducingVesalius'sFabrica to mean that thedesignerhadbeen
Jan Steven van Calcar and the engraver Francesco Marcolini da Forli. Although
Vesalian scholars have known of Vasari's evidence for many years, the true and
full meaning of the testimony had never been grasped. Vesalius, on the other hand,
confirmed that van Calcar had finished the two drawings of the nervous system and
was expecting to proceed with those ofthe muscles and internal organs; the problem
of making the drawings for the skeleton and the vascular system had already been
solved jointly by them in the Tabulae 1538. Vasari was within the Titian circle at
Venice, which included both van Calcar and Marcolini, at the time that the cuts were
carved and unequivocally stated that they were sent abroad. A careful analysis ofthe
work of Marcolini and his craftsmen, Johann Britt and Giusseppe Porta, between
1540 and 1542, confirms that Llaguno was correct in his interpretation ofVasari.
The publication of De humani corporisfabrica 1543 brought for Andreas Vesalius
the honour of being considered the founder of modern anatomy. That distinction
must now be shared by the artists Jan Steven van Calcar and Francesco Marcolini
da Forli who made ofthe Fabrica one ofthe great books ofall time.
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